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Across the High Pyrenees
Kev Reynolds

In the summer of 1896 two British climbers, Harold Spender and
H. Llewellyn Smith, set out from the fashionable little town ofAx-les
Thermes to explore the mountains of the High Pyrenees in a journey
designed to keep' as far as possible in the high mountains throughout' .
They travelled westwards from the Carlitte massif as far as the
Vignemale, south of Cauterets. The following year, aided by mules to
carry their cumbersome camping equipment, they returned to fill some
of the gaps and to climb 'the more interesting peaks'. Their journey
this time began in the Vall d'Aran and concluded with an ascent of the
Balaitous and a long and wearisome descent into the French valleys.

An account of their travels appeared in a rather fat volume entitled,
Through the High Pyrenees in 1898, and in AJ 20. But although their
journeys were undertaken in a spirit of pioneering, they had their
predecessors. Charles Packe, for example, one of the earliest members of
the Alpine Club and a wealthy Leicestershire squire, cared more for the
mountains of the Pyrenees than the hunting fields of home and explored
everywhere among them in a career that began in 1853. And Packe's
eccentric contemporary, Count Henry Russell, had long invested these
mountains and their valleys with an extravagant, yet elegant prose in
books and articles that appeared both in France and in England.

Even so, it was as early as 1817 that Dr Frederic Parrot-the Russo
German professor after whom the Parrotspitze on Monte Rosa is named,
and who made the first ascent of Mount Ararat-made what must surely
be the first complete crossing of the range, when he travelled in fifty
three days from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean, and climbed several
major peaks along the way, including the first ascent of Pico de la
Maladetta. It was, perhaps, the first grande randonnee; a concept growing
in both scale and popularity, not only in the Pyrenees, but seemingly
wherever a challenging landscape beckons. Martin Conway, of course,
took the long walk a stage further in his end-to-end Alpine journey, and
it may be of interest to note that he also drew up plans for a similar epic
across the Pyrenean frontier ridge.

Nowadays the traverse of the range is becoming a classic challenge,
and one that is barely diminished in scale by the systematic waymarking
of the CAF and the erection of a number of refuges. It demands fitness
and determination, calling at times for route-finding skills where CAF
enthusiasm has been temporarily checked; but the rewards are
memorable. There are two main crossings: the Grande Randonnee-GR
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10-that strays over Iow passes and skirts the highest peaks, and the
Haute Randonnee Pyreneenne-HRP-which, for the most part, follows an
interesting line along the international frontier and watershed. There
are in addition numerous alternatives and diversions that the discerning
mountain wanderer may exploit in his journeyings, depending upon his
scenic preferences, his desire for seclusion, and his background of
experience; for the Pyrenees can become serious mountains for those
who treat them lightly.

Having long ago fallen under the spell of the Pyrenees, and having
made numerous annual pilgrimages to climb and to walk in various of
their massifs, it seemed to me appropriate to link these specific regions in
a series of travels based upon sections of the HRP in order better to
discover the heartland areas, and to renew acquaintance with peaks and
pastures which nostalgia had elevated in memory. So it was that on a
damp, grey autumnal morning I wandered heavily laden up the steep
climbing road that leads to the village of Lescun.

In bright conditions Lescun is one ofthose mountain villages-Soglio
in Alpine Bregaglia is another-whose appeal lies dually in the
panorama it commands, and in the unpretentious simplicity of its thick
stone walls. Of such mountain villages are dreams made. Of such
panoramas are ambitions bred. Fortunately my memories encompassed
both, for now the rain spattered down, if not dampening hopes, at least
restricting views. I thought of the Aiguilles d'Ansabere ahead, remembered
sunshine glancing from the limestone, the campanulas found enticingly in an
impossible cranny, and the thrill of rewarding summit vistas. . . Pete, my
companion, was a sceptic who believed nothing beyond that which he
could personally see. Rain, brought in gathering shrouds.

The following morning we rose from our camp beneath the toppling
north face of the Petite Aiguille to see the stain of rosy sunrise draining
down the limestone wall, while the damp valley below, in which distant
Lescun still slumbered, lay anonymous beneath a night-whisked cloud
sea. Pete was impressed-he began tentatively to believe me.

From our Ansabere camp to the isolated refuge above the Lac d'ArIet,
was a day of suffering under too-heavy rucksacks and too-hot sun. It was
a day, though, of great beauty as we crossed into Spain where we looked
out to vast, bleached distances where pastoral hillsides folded neatly
around smooth valleys, with rocky crests lining their upper reaches and
the horizon washed with a complication of blue sierras. It was a day of
parched throats as foolishly we denied ourselves the precaution of filling
water-bottles at what proved to be the last stream for several hot hours.
A day of wandering lost on a steep, grassy slope before gaining the
frontier ridge once more to find French valleys still lay hidden by that
same cloud-sea of dawn. And there, off to the east, two days walk away
and rising from the clouds was Pic du Midi d'Ossau, an old favourite
with its unmistakable signature. It rose as a temptation and a lure.

Two days later we crossed the Col d'Ayous with eagles circling
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overhead and thunderclouds crackling on Pic du Midi. The sky turned
an evil purple, like a livid bruise, as we scurried down to the shelter of
the hut set in its idyllic position just above its lake. This fine hut has been
built by the National Park authorities. More popular with walkers than
with climbers, on account of its position, we were fortunate on this
occasion to be sharing it only with the guardian, and in the morning, the
storm gone, we were treated to the majesty of sunrise bursting across Pic
du Midi's northern shoulder to fill our lake with liquid gold. It was but
one of countless simple pleasures that injected our travels with primitive
magic.

Our route beyond took us beside clear tarns bordered with flowers,
over slopes of boulders long-jettisoned from neighbouring peaks, and up
and down pine-topped hillocks. Clouds came and went, and with them
Pic du Midi. They doused us momentarily before shredding upon the
ragged mountains. A young shepherdess, wearing fashionable spectacles
and sturdy boots and holding aloft a huge black umbrella, appeared
through the sweeping mists with a silent flock, only to be spirited away
within moments. The sun burst through, and she and her sheep were
gone.

Izard roamed just below the Col de Peyreget while the mocking cliffs
of Pic du Midi soared over our left shoulder. On crossing this pass we
heard the ominous sound of stones clattering down the mountain's great
South Cirque. I heard in memory the anguished, haunting cry of an unknown
French climber in action upon the south face whose partner was caught by stonifall
and who hung there until he died. Again I lived through the agony offrustration that
Mike and I felt as we consoled the survivor from a distance, unable to reach him to
offer practical aid until the mountain gendarmerie arrived by night. Lost in
thoughts of days gone by I led Pete down to the cupped jewel of the Lac
de Pombie.

The approach to the Balaitous from the west is a pleasant one. We
descended from the base of Pic du Midi through fragrant forest into the
Ossau Valley, then up suddenly through a narrow valley coloured with
short autumn grasses and lively with streams. Ahead the mountains
beckoned with welcome benevolence, and it was not until our first pass
of the day had been crossed that we saw the true nature of this granite
desert. We took the familiar route over a well-remembered rocky crest
and onto the exposed section of man-made pathway known as the Passage
d'Orteig. Difficult, it is not, but dramatic it most certainly is. ' ... the
precipice falls away abruptly', wrote Harold Spender, 'and it is like
crossing a ledge outside a gigantic building'. Climbing out of this our
route now lay over savage territory, beyond the ice~calvingwaters of the
Arremoulit lake, and up shifting screes to the saddle under Pic Palas.
Now Balaitous leered at us, and yet again scenes from previous visits
came flooding without conscious bidding. Up there, where the aretes bristled
among the mists, Mike and I had spent glorious hours scrambling in the sunlight.
From rock-girt tarns and dazzling snowfields we had explored in deep contentment.
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In crumbling gullies and gendarme-crusted ridges we had climbed in solitude. I
recalled descending in a long glissade with Mikeflashing past out ofcontrol and lost
in a spray of ice particles . .. But that had been several years ago, several
peaks past.

That night Pete and I camped not far from Packe's bivouac more than
100 years earlier, 'on an elevated basin affording a scanty pasture, at the
foot of the northern glacier'. A cold night, it turned out to be, with a
hollow moon rising on sharp black mountains and the stream choking on
ice in the early morning. But the weather deteriorated not long after and
we had a very wet and cold -crossing to the Marcadau's lush
meadowlands. The Vignemale gave us worse, with day-long storm and a
flooded tent and finally, snow. We drew close to Gavarnie. I picked up a
stone in my kidney, Pete suffered stomach pains and we were driven
finally from the mountains by a wet blizzard that painted that tiny
portion of landscape in view a murky, dirty white. Licking our wounds
we planned our return. .

There were three of us when next Gavarnie emerged from the squalls
of another autumnal rainstorm. Cloud-seas washed against the Cirque's
walls that evening, and it was not until we'd made the lower levels of
neighbouring Estaube's glen next day that we had the promise of the
sun. But then our luck improved and we headed eastward through high
valleys and over lofty linking passes, on whale-back ridges and into the
head of unmarked vales with cicadas noisily creating the songs of the
south under mountains that came fresh out of nostalgia. It was ajourney
of delectable contrasts; sometimes, like the stage around the back of the
Cirque de Troumouse, among cliffs that bore sufficient scrambling
prospects to keep a crag-rat content for days. Sometimes we descended
in woodlands and across crystal torrents lined with cushions of alpine
plants. Sometimes our route took us on a toilsome system of ridges that
had us gasping for water, seeing far distant streams an hour's effort
away, but on a different course from that we had chosen.

Arriving beneath the vast Barroude wall after a hard day, feeling
totally exhausted, I was appalled by the cold, stark scenery, but after a
night's rest in the little refuge the combination of sweeping cliff and
deserted tarn took on a totally different aspect. I felt at ease with the
world, at peace with our surroundings and in no hurry to move off. The
sun had cast its spell.

We moved on towards Rioumajou, saw the huge bulk of Pic des
Posets peering over distant ridges, and looked forward to being in its
shadow. Our horizon held familiar peaks and the hint of well-loved
valleys. Spain's fragrance came in warm breezes, dusting across brief
fields of dirtied snow, the rocks under our fingers wearing butterflies.
Lizards flashed under the threat of our boots. We saw marmots, and
frogs by tiny pools. Izard in nervous gatherings were spooked by our
appearance. And the sun led us onward, into the eastern horizon.

Each day, burdened by heavy rucksacks and with a long way to go,
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contrived to create moments of deep anxiety or put a strain on our tiring
bodies. And yet what we achieved, hou'r after hour, was the very essence
of the mountain experience. In years of climbing commitment I had not
experienced such continuity of purpose, such enchantment with my
environment that made each day an exciting prospect. Climbing, there
would regularly be the thrill of pitting acquired skills against chosen
objects upon the mountain. There would so often be the sense of relief at
having overcome a feared route, a sense of achievement upon arrival at
a summit, tempered occasionally by the doubts about the descent. But
here were we, walking through an ever-changing landscape, sign-posted
by peaks familiar from years of exploration, and finding as we travelled
that regularly each day we were reaching heights of experience that
would enrich our lives. It was a simple, quiet joy, and in its simplicity
lay much of our pleasuring.

And so we came to the shadow of Posets. For Alan, as for Pete, this
was fresh territory, an introduction. The central heights of the Spanish
Pyrenees wrapped themselves in an aura all their own, and we came
down the valley of the Cinqueta in a dream-dousing scorched faces in
the chill of its streams and gorging on wild raspberries, more succulent
for our days on high ridges lost from vegetation. Viados was silent but
for the cicadas and the gurgling brooks that sidled among the deserted
meadows, and at night we were drawn by stars flashing silver on high
snowfields where the west face of this Pyrenean viceroy slumbered over
us. In my dreams I was again transported to its upper slopes ...
I dreamt of cowering under the lip of a bergschrund as Hugh adjusted the stones
littering our gully ofascent immediately above me; of an airy scramble to the summit
ahead ofa Spanish rope whose members ate roasted rabbit against the topmost cairn,
while we shared a Mars bar; of the relief in locating a safe abseil piton which
allowed us to rope down onto the glacier . . .

On our way up to the Col de Gistain Alan heard voices, and we found
to our surprise 3 armed Spanish frontier guards approaching. Nothing
could have been more incongruous in that landscape, but it transpired
that they were lost, and we were required to direct them to their
rendezvous point!

Down once more to soft turf and the fragrance of pine, with the high,
gaunt mountains about us, we luxuriated for a day in the sun before
moving on, this time in rain, to the Esera. There, in the oft-visited
sanctuary of the Esera's upper levels, I renewed aquaintance with the
Maladetta and introduced Pete to her ridges, summits and barren glacial
moraines while Alan horizontally nursed a septic toe. From the 3000m
ridges I saw a great, ugly front moving in. The wind bore no trace of
Spain's caress and autumn was over for another year.

Alan and I were alone when next we emerged from the shadows of the
Port de Venasque to continue our journey across the High Pyrenees.
Pete had failed to resist the lure of marriage and in this, his honeymoon
year, had other distractions than those of shouldering heavy rucksacks
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over inhospitable passes. Alan and I, older in the tooth and with growing
families at home, shared a determination to complete our route and, in
common with the two previous sections, we greeted the mountains with
yet more driving rain.

The Esera, even in the rain, was alive with memories of years past,
and of so many days of activity; ... of mornings crisp with late-spring frost
that held much promise; of summits floating above cloud-seas and sudden, vicious
storms; of flowers emerging from patches of melting snow; of climbs on sturdy,
trustworthy granite; of crumbling gullies and lofty ridges and izard and marmots
and butterflies and peace and so much beauty that emotions ran high with
recollection. In rain and strong winds the memories came unchecked, and
I lay in our tent reluctant for sleep to deny me their pleasures. But we
left without regret, for our dreams took us eastward and up into the
contorted wastes of the Escaleta, onto vast granite shelves and among
tarns that turned the double-pronged Forcanada onto its double
pronged head. Cloud streamers raced from the north with ice in the
wind, and the verglased rocks of our high unmarked pass gave us an
'interesting' crossing, depositing us into the bottomless turmoil of
boulder country beyond. A Spain unknown to the sun-worshippers of
the Costa del Watnot.

Trading frost for clear skies and sunshine, the next day's trek took us
over the projecting snout of the horrible Viella tunnel, and up into a
veritable wonderland of sparkling tarns surrounded by granite peaks
whose discarded boulders lay neatly in nests of moss and autumn-tanned
grasses. Two-thirds through the day we remembered that we were on
holiday and settled the tent beside the Estany Tort de Rius-and
became totally absorbed by the landscape. Now there was peace. Peace
and tranquility and raw, unsophisticated beauty. Had the weather been
other than perfect, I may well have felt differently about this landscape
of rock and water, no trees or snow or flowering plants. But the sun
shone unchecked by cloud to dazzle on shining stream and stone, on tarn
and reflected peak upon peak, and the world was a bowl of benediction
in whose grace we swam.

There were more lakes and rough passes to come. Many more to
colour our days. We slept in a hut by a deep transparent lake but we
camped more often beside untroubled streams. Daily our travels led us
deeper and deeper into realms of enchantment, skirting peaks that
smiled their welcome and saluted remembrances of hours of earlier
wooing. Besiberri was cautiously approached from the west, then
avoided by making a long and devious loop to the north. But my eyes
were regularly drawn to her familiar shape, and I recalled a day of warm
sunshine upon her long ridges ... I remembered the urine smell of the little
bivouac hut tucked in the ridge between Besiberri Nord and the lovely peaklets
leading to Pa de Sucre; the vast panorama spread below the empty summit,'
remembered descending broad snowslips and among bungalow-sized boulders; the
welcome shade of a little gorge where a luxuriant foliage exploited the spray of a
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cascade.
Picking our way now northward Alan and I passed the Agulles de

Travessani ... shredding mists among the jutting peaks on a gusry September
evening.. crossed the Port de Caldes and plunged down to merging
streams and yet more lakes, and eventually woodlands and cattle in soft
pastures. We crossed the Vall d'Aran, enjoyed a day of valley trekking,
but were glad to find our way once more among the higher country,
among rocks and tarns yet again, and vistas that changed a dozen times
each day. The occasional descent into a high valley would give a taste of
pastoral life all but forgotten by the modern world: a deserted hamlet
slowly being strangled by the rampant briar; woodland tracks that had
neither beginning nor end, that led nowhere but existed in themselves
for no apparent reason. In the high country were izard once more and
buzzards rising on currents of warm air, and peaks that demanded a full
day's travel to skirt.

Mont Roig led us a dance, drawing clouds from an empty French
valley to pipe into Spanish corries, leading us with concern about
changing weather patterns with a long day's struggle among wild
country, gazing from precarious crags into valley systems that led out
among blue-washed sierras. Down there old men tended their cattle.
Women in widows' black bent double among scanty crops. Washing
hung from red-stone balconies and children played among their hens.
Out of sight of we two, sweating under rucksacks, over pass after pass,
and out of sight, too, of that other Spain where dazzling towers of
concrete and glass lined the beaches.

I was happy among the peaks that lined the Vall Ferrera. It was like a
homecoming, seeing the hint now and then of Estats; knowing her
charms and her prospects for all kinds of adventuring. Crossing nearby
passes was a deep pleasure for they led us across the head of charming
high valleys, up and over the shoulder of another peak or two in a
lengthy traverse before putting us en route for the upper reaches of the
Ferrera proper. An izard, down by the torrent, was in a bad way. Blind
and diseased I attempted to save it from the fate of drowning, but failed,
feeling wretched for a while, then believing eventually it to be the
kindest and quickest end. But sad, all the same, and so damned helpless.

As with other years the end of autumn was heralded with strong winds
and approaching clouds that built up more with each succeeding day.
Our journey was almost over. Andorra was a day away, the natural
conclusion to a traverse of the High Pyrenees, for although there were
indeed many fine massifs further to the east, and still much walking to be
done for those determined to reach the sea, Andorra marked for us the
symbol of civilisation at its most advanced state Of greed. It could be
avoided by a huge loop to the north, but we had no time for this.

So we climbed out of the Vall Ferrera to a taste of France, descending
briefly into the head of that narrow projecting valley where the ridges of
three states converge in a superb collection of jumbled peaks, and up to
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the much-loved Port de Rat. Until then we had seen no-one for many
days. We had had the world to ourselves and gloried in the solitude. But
as we approached our last pass we saw three climbers descending the
ridge above us. They arrived at the pass a minute or so before us. They
greeted our arrival with friendly smiles, but with the demand also to see
our passports. They were French border police making one of their
occasional visits, and we were their first 'customers' for more than three
years! A bottle of wine was produced from a rucksack and we celebrated
the fact in the best interests of Anglo-French relations.

Heady with the effects of wine on empty stomachs, we descended from
the luxury of solitude and unmarked wild beauty, left the challenge of
the High Route for others to follow, and walked on down into Hell.

FINHAUT

By Dr I. A. Kichards

(Finhaut is the highest point on the railway over from
Martigny to the French frontier at Le Chatelard.)

An ominous name? Could be;
These gyring rails must mount no higher,
Firmly descend into another country,

Their duty's done. What though
Across the numerous gulf uprear
Sheer spires and sunlit snow;

Along this ravening brink
Our wheels will wind and squeal;
Tunnel to trestle to tunnel blink

On down, past footways to
Known heights now out of reach;
to this pass come, and through;
Who, sixty odd years ago,
Happened here first to lift
My young mere eyes to snow.
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